Abstract—this research will elaborate the Theme and Rheme in Arabic Javanese translation, especially in Islamic Moral Ethic Books. The construction of Theme and Rheme had been related dominantly with textual equivalence between Arabic language (L1) and Javanese language (L2). There are two basic problems in this research, first, how was the structural model of textual equivalence based on the information construction (Theme and Rheme). Theme had been related with the starting point of the information and also the given information, and Rheme had been represented as the new information. The first problem will investigate the variant models of Theme and Rheme between Arabic and Javanese language. The second problem will elaborate the strategies for minimizing the linear dislocation between Arabic (L1) and Javanese language (L2). The method in this research had been divided into three basic steps, such as: (1) collecting the data using the observation method through the units of language between L1 and L2, such as word, phrase, clause, and sentence. (2) Analyzing the data using the model of Miles and Huberman, reducing the data, display data, and conclusion. (3) Reporting the data about two basic findings: the variant models of Theme and Rheme and the strategies for reducing the linear dislocation between Arabic and Javanese translation. There are four strategies for resolving the tension between syntactic and communicative functions in Arabic-Javanese translation, such as: (1) voice change, (2) change of verb, (3) nominalization, and (4) extraposition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This research will investigate the textual equivalence between Arabic and Javanese translation. Many scholars had been defined the term of “equivalence” in translation studies. Catford (1978, p. 21) had been concluded that the term “equivalence” was the key concept in translation studies, because the central problem of translation practice is that of finding target language (TL) translation equivalents. Catford also emphasized that a central task of translation theory is that of defining the nature and conditions of translation equivalence. The word “equivalent” as something of the same value/same strength in Arabic language can be defined by the words /musāwin l/ (مساوي ل) or /mú‘ádīl/ (معادل) (Collin, 1990, p. 178). To gain the information structure between Arabic and Javanese language, this research will try to elaborate the construction of Theme and Rheme between Arabic and Javanese language. The main data in this research was the Islamic moral ethic book, such as “Tarjamaḥ Tanbahl-Ghāfilīn” (the translation book of “Forewarning for the Mindless”). This book had been translated into Javanese language by Kyai Mishbahān Ḳin al-Mushtahābh. This textual book had been selected as the main data because it has two models of translation method, word for word method and free translation method. Both of two methods had been found in the target language (Javanese language – L2). This research tried to unlock the diversity in language between Arabic (L1) and Javanese language (L2) based on grammatical aspect and information packaging (Theme and Rheme).

The previous research about the translation of Theme and Rheme in Arabic language had been elaborated by Almann (2016, p. 138). This research had been focused in the annotating aspects of Thematic Progression between Arabic (L1) and English (L2). On the other hand, Anis (2016, p. 255) had been elaborated the translation of an object inside the Arabic Theme and Rheme construction. This research had described the variant structure of objects which had been occurred in the Arabic Theme and Rheme construction using the translation perspective. Anis (2015) emphasizes that in Arabic texts, the Theme and Rheme can be developed in certain patterns (thematic progression patterns). Anis (2018) outlines and compares the constructions of Theme and Rheme in the Arabic and Javanese languages. On the other hand, Sukesi (2011) investigates the construction of Theme and Rheme in the Javanese “Ngoko Banyumas” dialect. Suparno (1993) also investigates Theme and Rheme constructions, focusing on the local dialect of Malang, East Java, Indonesia. These recent research studies are primarily structurally focused.

II. METHOD

This research uses a qualitative method. The data is analyzed using a descriptive method (describing the structure of language). The method in this research is divided into three main parts: (1) data collection, (2) data analysis, and (3) data reporting. The data collection uses a method of observation to obtain information about the two main problems: (1) the...
variant models of Theme and Rheme between Arabic and Javanese language and (2) the strategies for minimizing the linear dislocation between Arabic (L1) and Javanese language (L2). The first problem had been related with the variant models of information construction (Theme and Rheme). The data had been selected from the units of language such as: nominal sentence (jumlah ismiyyah) and verbal sentence (jumlah fi’iyyah). Then, both of sentence were identified the position of Theme and Rheme in source language (L1: Arabic) and target language (L2: Javanese). The data had shown that the Theme in Arabic language had been constructed from the nominal group and verbal group. In the second step, it had been found the special markers for Theme and Rheme in Javanese language. In the second problem, the data had been reduced by the problems which related to linear dislocation between Arabic and Javanese translation. Miles (1994, p. 10) had been concluded that qualitative analysis was consisting of three concurrent flows of activity: data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification. Data reduction refers to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the data that appear in written-up field notes or transcriptions. The data reduction in this research had been focused in the variant models of Theme and Rheme and the strategies for minimizing the linear dislocation between Arabic and Javanese translation. Data reduction is not something separate from analysis. It is part of analysis. Data display is an organized, compressed assembly of information that permits conclusion drawing and action. Data display in this research had been viewed in the table and figure to elaborate the nominal group and verbal group as Theme in Arabic language and then to conclude the variant markers of Theme and Rheme in target language (L2). The third stream of analysis activity is conclusion drawing and verification. From the start of data collection, the qualitative analyst is beginning to decide what things mean – is noting regularities, patterns, explanations, possible configurations, causal flows, and propositions.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

By outlining the problems in this research, it can be seen that there are two mains findings and areas of discussion: (1) the variant models of Theme and Rheme between Arabic and Javanese language, (2) the strategies for minimizing the linear dislocation between Arabic (L1) and Javanese language (L2). The analysis in this section uses a descriptive qualitative research. The main data in this research is taken from selected units of language in the book “Tarjamah Tanbihul-Ghaflin”, which had related to the Theme and Rheme construction, both in the form of nominal sentences and verbal sentences in the Arabic language. The first problem focuses on linguistic aspects and the second problem focuses on theories of translation studies.

A. The Variant Models of Theme and Rheme between Arabic and Javanese Language

In this section, the Arabic – Javanese translation will be elaborated based on thematic structure (clause as a message). In all languages, the clause has the character of a message: it has some form of organization giving it the status of a communicative event. Halliday (1994, p. 37) emphasized that every language had the construction of Theme and Rheme. Some languages had the marker of theme, such as in Japanese language. The theme had been followed by the reminder so that the two parts together constitute a message. The Theme (written with an initial capital) is the element which serves as the point of departure of the message: it is that with which the clause is concerned. The remainder of the message, the part in which the Theme is developed, is called the Rheme (written with an initial capital). Within this configuration, the Theme is the starting-point for the message: it is the ground from which the clause takes off. Therefore, part of the meaning of any clause lies in whichever element is chosen as its Theme. There is a difference in meaning between ‘al-Mukhlish is the one who strives for sincerity’, where al-Mukhlish is the Theme (‘I’ll tell you about al-Mukhlish’), and ‘the one who strives for sincerity is al-Mukhlish’, where the one who strives for sincerity is the Theme (‘I’ll tell you about the one who strives for sincerity’). The difference may be characterized as ‘thematic’; the two clauses differ in their choice of Theme. By glossing them in this way, as ‘I’ll tell you about ….’, we can sense that they are two different messages. The Rheme of a sentence is the core (focus) of an utterance from the point of view of functional sentence perspective (Vachek, 2003, p. 141). The first variant of Theme in Arabic language had been constructed from a NOMINAL GROUP such as in the TABLE 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Group as Theme</th>
<th>Arabic Language</th>
<th>Javanese Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>perintah putra</td>
<td>liruwa</td>
<td>‘utawi washiyat inggun – marang wong (L2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ismiyyah</td>
<td>jumlah</td>
<td>wa washiyyati lahu (L1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jumlah</td>
<td>jumlah</td>
<td>wa washiyyati lahu (L1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ismiyyah</td>
<td>ismiyyah</td>
<td>wa washiyyati lahu (L1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In table 1, the theme had been constructed from the nominal group /wa washiyyat lahu, “and my testament for him”. The theme had been followed by the theme, /lan andzura fihi bit-tadzakkari wat-tajakkari/, “please look at the book using the consideration and reflection”. The nominal group as theme had been found in the Arabic nominal clause (jumlah ismiyyah). This clause was the testament from the author of the book Tanbihul-Ghaflin for the reader to read the book using the sense of reflection because this book related with the Islamic moral ethic. Before you judge the others, you should judge yourself. In Javanese translation the marker of the Theme is the word “utawi” and then the marker of the Rheme is the word “iku”. The word “utawi” had started the given information, and the word “iku” considered as the beginning of the information.

In the book of Islamic moral ethic book, the Theme is not necessarily a nominal group, like in the Fig. 1. It may also VERBAL GROUP, such as in the Fig. 2 below. Some of verbs had been represented as the starting point or the point of departure of the message, such as: /qīla/, ‘said’, /ruwiya ‘an/, ‘had been told’, /chaddatsanā/ ‘had been told for us’ or ‘had
been narrated to us’, /rawā/ ‘told’, /wa qāla/ ‘had been narrated to’, etc. This is the main character of Islamic moral ethic book, the starting point of the message using the statements or quotations from the Prophet Muhammad SAW or his followers (shakhābah Rasūlullah: the companions of the Prophet). The Theme represented the owner of the quotation, and then followed by the Rheme as the substance of the quotation. The Theme which had been constructed from the verbal group can be looked at from the table 2 below.

**TABLE II. EXAMPLE OF VERBAL GROUP AS THEME IN ARABIC AND JAVANESE TRANSLATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbal Group as Theme</th>
<th>Javanese</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(wa qāla lību ‘dhal-chakāmā’tī)</td>
<td>Manāl-mukhlish qāla al-mukhlisha allatīs yakhtumus chasanāthīhī kamū yakhtumus sayyāthīhī (page 49)</td>
<td>/wa qūla/ /al-mukhlishu alladzī /qīla/ lizin as-sunnah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lon den utaraake marang sabwenehe wong wong ahli hikmah</td>
<td>Ikū sīnten utawi tiyang ingkang ikhūs? Dawuh, wong ahli hikmah – utawi mukhlish iku wong kang ngumpetake ing piro piro kebagasaine koyo yendho ngumpetake piro-piro olone</td>
<td>Al-‘ajāilah bi‘amalihi wa bimā bi‘amalihi as-sunnah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme</td>
<td>Rheme</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the Fig. 2, the Theme had been constructed from the word /qūla/ ‘had been said (by the wise man)’ (Eng.), ‘lan den utaraake’ (Javanese) as the passive voice. The wise man/ Islamic philosopher had been described about “al-mukhlish” (the sincere). The Rheme is the substance of the wise man words about al-mukhlish who is hiding his kindness as when he was hiding his badness. The verbal group as Theme had been found in the verbal clause (jumūlah fi ‘liyyah). Thus it can be concluded that the Theme in Islamic moral ethic book is announced by the nominal group and verbal group. The translation marker of Theme in target language nominal group is the word “utawi”. The translation marker of Rheme in target language (Javanese) nominal group is the word “iku”. In the verbal group, the Theme represented as the owner of the quotation and the Rheme elaborated the substance of quotation. On the other hand, there was a theme which had been consisted from the imperative verb such as /āju dīlā sabbili rabbika bil-chikmati wal-māni‘idzatī chasanatīl (page:5), it had been translated into “ajak-ajako siro Muhammad – marang dalane – pengenar niro – kelawan hikmah – lan pitutur kang bagus. The word /ud’u/ (to call – to invite – to ask to come) had been translated into Javanese language “ajak-ajako siro Muhammad”. This word was imperative verb in Arabic and it had been translated into Javanese language as imperative verb. The word /ad’u/ had been identified as Theme in Verbal group as the imperative verb. The character of Islamic moral ethic book when elaborating the sunnah or hadith (prophetic tradition/saying off the prophet) had been used the special phrase (verbal group) as Theme such as: /wa bimā waradat bihi as-sunnatu .../. The verb /waradā/ in Arabic language (to be mentioned or to be stated) had been translated into Javanese language as “tumeko”. This verbal group (bimā + the verb warada + bi) had been translated into Javanese language “lan sebab barang – kang tumeko – kelawan ma – ope hadis” (p. 5). In the free translation model, this verbal group had been translated into Javanese language “lan uga sebad hadis kang was teka marang kita ya iku ya ika ... “.

**B. The Strategies for Minimizing the Linear Dislocation between Arabic and Javanese Language**

There are four main strategies had been implemented in the text of Tarjamah Tanbihul-Ghāfīlīn (Arabic – Javanese), such as: (1) voice change, (2) change of verb, (3) nominalization, and (4) extraposition.

**Strategy no. 1: voice change**. Baker (2011, p. 176) had concluded that this strategy involves changing the syntactic form of the verb to achieve a different sequence of elements. A good example of this is voice change in languages with a category of voice. The reverse, the substitution of passive for active, is of course possible. To gain the implementation of strategy 1 to minimize the linear dislocation between Arabic and Javanese language, we can compare between active and passive verbs between two languages (L1) and (L2). The active voice in Arabic verb in Islamic moral ethic book dominantly related with the quotation, such as: /wa qūla ‘Abdullah ibnu Chanif’ and Abdullah ibnu Chanif had been said .... ’, this clause had been translated into L2 Javanese language “lan dawuh sopoh Abdullah ibnu Chanif ..” (p. 48). On the other hand, the verb /qīla/ occurred as passive voice and it has been changed into /qāla/, such as in this clause: /wa qīla lidzin-Nūn Al-Mishrī.../ it has been said to Dzun Nun Al-Mishrī... “”, this clause had been translated into L2 “lan den utaraake marang Dzun-Nun Al-Mishrī...” (p. 49). If we look at this verb, there was a shifting meaning between active and passive, the word /qūla/ active had been translated into L2 “dawuh”, and the word /qāla/ passive had been translated into L2 by the word “den aturake”. This is the way by the translator to minimize the linear dislocation between L1 and L2. The word “dawuh” in Javanese language has the tendency to the meaning of “speaking” and the word “aturake” has the tendency of “convey”. The active voice also had the clear subject, but the passive voice had unclear subject, thus the affix “den” and “e” in the word “den aturake” were becoming the marker of passive voice in Javanese language.

**Strategy no. 2: change of verb**. Baker (2011, p. 177) had been concluded that the strategy no. 2: change of verb involves changing the verb altogether and replacing it with one that has a similar meaning but can be used in a different perspective in English include give/get and like/please. Those often allow reordering the sequence of elements in a clause without a significant change of meaning (cf. I like it and it pleases me). The strategy 2 had been implemented in the Islamic moral ethic book by the description technique of translation between Arabic and Javanese language. For example, the word khāwāsh in Arabic language had been translated into “wong-wong khususe Allah” or “the special persons belong to Allah”. The word khāwāsh is the Sufism term; it will be difficult to translate the special term. The similar meaning in the strategy 2 can be looked at the word /al-‘ājilah/ and the word /ad-dunya/. The first had been translated into L2 by “ing ‘amal dunyo” in the clause /man kāna yurūd al-‘ājilata ‘ajalānā lahu fi hā, ya’ni man arāda bi’amalihi ad-dunya’/ The word /al-‘ājilah/ and the word /ad-dunya/ both of them had a similar meaning (world). In the other word, the term as-sunnah had been translated into the term /chadīs/. It can be found from the data below /wa bimā waradat bihi as-sunnah/, it had been translated into Javanese...
(Strategy no. 3: nominalization). Baker (2011, p. 178) explained that the nominalization involves replacing a verbal form with a nominal one (e.g. describe – description). In the Arabic – Javanese, there was a shifting translation from the category of noun (Source Language: L1) into verb (Target Language: L2). It can be found from the data below /bi-tadzkiri lighairih/. This phrase had been translated into Javanese language /kelawan ngelengake- marang liyane nafshi/. The word tadzkir (reminding: English) is a noun in Arabic language, it had been translated into Javanese language as a verb “ngelengake” (to remind: English). There was a nominalization between Arabic and Javanese language.

(Strategy no. 4: extraposition). Baker (2011, pp. 179-180) had elaborated that extraposition involves changing the position of the entire clause in the sentence, for instance by embedding a simple clause in a complex sentence. The embedding a simple clause in a complex sentence in Arabic-Javanese translation had been occurred to make the statement more clear in the target language, especially to refer some unit of language into the previous statement in the text, for example in the data below /lwa ruwiy ‘an Rasulillah shalla-Allahu ‘ala’i wa sallam annahu qāla tajakkura sā’ātin khairun min ‘ibādati sanatin/. This data had been translated into Javanese language (free translation) as follow /khairun min ‘ibādati sanatin/. This phrase had been translated into Javanese, there was a shifting translation from the Arabic (L1) and Javanese language (L2). The results of the data analysis show that the information packaging in Islamic moral ethic book of Tanbihul-Ghaffîlin had been found both in nominal clause (jumlah ismiyyah) and verbal clause (jumlah fi’liyyah). The Theme in Islamic moral ethic book is announced by the nominal group and verbal group. The translation marker of Theme in target language nominal group is the word “ikun”. In the verbal group the Theme represented as the owner of the quotation and the Rheme elaborated the substance of quotation. There are four strategies to minimize the linear dislocation between Arabic and Javanese translation in the Islamic Moral Ethic Book, they are: (1) voice change, (2) change of verb, (3) nominalization, and (4) extraposition.
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